
3.0 Transcription and alphabetical order.

Native Lahu stressed syllables have the canonical form (C)VT, where C

represents an optional class of 24 initial consonants, V is an obligatory-

vowel nucleus, and T is an obligatory tone. Consonant clusters do not occur.

(Postconsonantal -vt- is considered to be part of the vocalic nucleus.) The

vocalic nucleus is usually one of 9 simple vowels, but diphthongs of various

types also appear. There are seven distinctive tones, five open and two

checked. Syllable-final glottal stop, though it derives historically from

*/~p t -k/, is deemed to be a suprasegmental tonal feature, so that the mod-

ern language has no syllable-final consonants. Some modern syllables that

descend from */ -p -t -k/ have lost all traces of their former occlusion, and

are now under the open high-rising tone /"/ [JAM 1970a].

Black Lahu Phonemes

CONSONANTS

p t c k q

ph th oh kh qh

b d j g

m n

f s h

v y g

I

VOWELS

i + u

e a o

^ a o

TONES

mid [unmarked] 33

high rising /"/ 45

high- falling /V 54

low falling /V 21

very-low /"/ 11

high-checked /"?/ 4

low-checked /"?/ 2



3.11 Words with vowel initial.

Words with vocalic initial are alphabetized before words beginning with a
consonant. Looked at another way, zero is the first consonant in our Lahu
alphabet

.

As explained below, the vowels themselves are presented in the fixed
order:

/a i u e o e o + a/

3.12 Order of consonants.

Obstruents (stops, affricates, nasals) come earlier in the alphabet than
fricatives and liquids. The obstruents and fricatives are themselves arranged
according to position of articulation, from the back of the mouth toward the
front:

( 1

)

pos tvelars:

(2) velars:

(3) palatals:

(4) dentals:

(5) labials:

q



Each series of obstruents at a given position of articulation is called a
varga in traditional Sanskrit phonological theory. Within each varga the
consonants are further arranged according to their manner of articulation: in
the case of Lahu, these are (a) plain [=voiceless unaspirated] , (b) [voice-
less] aspirated, (c) voiced, and (d) nasal, in that order. Taking the labial
varga as an example, we have:

p [plain]

ph [aspirated]

b [voiced]

m [nasal]

Note that the postvelar and palatal vargas are "defective", in that they both
lack a nasal member (the phone [n] does occur, but it is only the allophone of
/n/ before the vowel /i/); and the postvelar varga lacks a voiced member.

The velar fricative /g/ is to be regarded as the voiced homologue of /h/

(rather than as the voiced member of the postvelar series, as implied by the
missionary orthography, below 3.2), for several reasons: /g/ is a fricative,
not a stop; it is velar, not postvelar; and etymological ly it derives from the
PLB sonorant *r, while /h/ derives from the voiceless sonorants *hr, *hy, *hl.

Similarly, /y/ does not function as a semivowel in the Lahu phonological
system, but rather as a voiced fricative homologous to /s/. Before the vowel

/+/> both of these phonemes are realized as their dental counterparts, [z] and
[s], phones which do not occur otherwise.

3.13 Order of vowels,

(a) simple vowels

Of the 9 simple vowels of Lahu, 5 are written with ordinary symbols of

the roman alphabet. These are alphabetized in the usual devanagari order:

This order is anything but arbitrary from the phonetic point of view. First

comes /a/, the most typical, optimal vowel; then the 2 high vowels /i/ and
/u/, together forming the basic *vowel triangle'; and finally the 2 intermedi-
ate mid vowels /e o/. Again, users of Japanese dictionaries arranged accor-

ding to the kana syllabary [a i u e o / ka ki ku ke ko / sa shi su se so ...]

will find this order familiar.

The remaining 4 vowels, written with special phonetic symbols, are listed

in the somewhat arbitrary order /e o + a/, first the low vowels /e o/, then

the central vowels /+ a/. This order was selected because the low vowels
/e o/ have a much higher lexical frequency than the central vowels /+ a/, with

/a/ being the least frequent vowel of all.

Other orders could have been followed, e.g. the high central vowel /+/
might have been alphabetized right after /i/; /e/ and /a/ after /e/, and /o/

after /o/ — on the grounds that symbologically "+" is derived from "i", "e"

and "a" are both from "e", and "o" is from "o". (A similar tack is taken in

the Thai writing system, where non-Sanskritic vowel symbols invented in
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Thailand are interalphabetized after the Sanskrit ic symbols from which they

were derived, thus /+/ comes after /i/, etc.)

At any rate, the order of the simple vowels in our Lahu alphabet is as

follows:
a i ueoeo + a

The 225 syllables formed by the combination of the 25 initials (24 consonants

plus zero-consonant) and the 9 simple vowels are displayed in their proper

alphabetical order in Table I. Canonically possible syllables in parentheses

do not occur (or are excessively rare) in normal Lahu words.

b) diphthongs

Besides the 9 simple vowels that are basic to the system, this dialect of

Lahu has a variety of diphthongs, both rising and falling, both "intrinsic"

occurring within a single morpheme, but almost always in loanwords) and

"fusional" (with morpheme boundary between the morae) . (See GL, pp. 15-20;

and JAM 1982a, '' The mora the merrier.''] Diphthongal syllables are alphabet-

ized after syllables with simple vowels.

The most common falling diphthongs are /-ay/ and /-aw/, with a few others

like /-oy/ and /-ew/ occurring much more rarely. Despite the fact that I use

the symbols -y and -w, the phones they represent are to be considered part of

the vocalic nucleus, and not syllable-final consonants. Phonetically the non-

syllabic portion of /~ay -aw/ is actually mid rather than high:

[-ag], [-bq]

A few loanwords and onomatopes have diphthongs under checked tones: haw?

^speargun trap', Khe-mew? *Hmong, Miao' ,
phay? *sound of an arrow in flight.'

It is perhaps slightly unesthetic to have two consonantal symbols in a row m
syllable-final position, since neither one of them stands for a true consonant

"w" being a feature of the vowel, and "?" of the tone). The same goes for

the handful of similar words with nasalized diphthongs (e.g. phawn-phawn

'swishing; rustling') [see Specially transcribed words y
below 3.3].

The falling diphthongs are written with the symbol -w-, which is also to

be considered as part of the vocalic nucleus, and not as an element in an

initial consonant-cluster. Syllables with falling diphthongs occur both in

loanwords and in native words (usually of an affective and/or fusional na-

ture), and are listed after syllables with falling diphthongs — i.e. they

come at the very end of the list of words beginning with a given consonant.

Lahu lacks falling diphthongs with a back or non-low central vowel, so that

the only ones that occur are

/ -wa -wi -we -we /

listed in that order. Phonetically, the non-syllabic labial element in these

diphthongs varies in height according to the height of the following main

vowel. Thus /-we ws/ are actually [-ge -pe]

.



Fusional diphthongs result from the amalgamation of two syllables, usual-
ly via cliticization of a particle. Though some of these fused nuclei are
phonetically identical to intrinsic diphthongs, I prefer to write the fusional
forms with a hyphen, so as not to obscure the morphemic identity of the ele-
ments. Thus: g^-6 "He has arrived" < ga (V) ^arrive' + 6 (Pv) ^completed
action.' Forms with fusional vowels are to be found in the Dictionary as
subentries under their main morphemic component.

No single consonant forms meaningful syllables with all the diphthongs,
though c- does appear with 6 of them, listed alphabetically as follows:

cay caw ca+ coy ewe owe

(ca+, with a non-syllabic barred-i, occurs in a single loanword from Shan.)

In general, there are so few diphthongal syllables that they can easily
be found at the end of the list of words beginning with a given consonant.

3. 14 Order of tones.

Each combination of consonant-plus-vowel must be further arranged accord-
ing to tone.

The 7 Lahu tones occur in the following alphabetical order:

mid tone /unmarked/ ca

high-rising tone /^/ ca

high-falling tone /"/ ca

low-falling tone /"/ ca

very-low tone /"/ ca

high-checked tone /"?/ ca?

low-checked tone /^?/ ca?

Note that the five open tones precede the two checked ones. The checked tones
are written with two-part symbols, with glottal stop as the second part.
Although these checked syllables derive historically from PLB syllables with
final stops */-p -t -k/, in synchronic terms the glottal stop is to be consid-
ered a tonal (i.e. suprasegmental or prosodic) feature, and not a final conso-
nant.

By combining the information on consonant, vowel, and tone ordering, we
see that the first possible syllable in the alphabetical order must be a
(zero consonant, vowel a, mid tone), while the last possible syllable is la?
(with simple vowel) or Iwe? (with diphthongal vowel); i.e. I is the last con-
sonant in the alphabet, a is the last simple vowel (ws is the last diphthong),
low-checked /"?/ is the last tone.
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Head entries that are perfectly homophonous — i.e. whose initials,

vowels, and tones are all identical — are usually further alphabetized ac-

cording to their part of speech [see Lemmata^ below 4.11].
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